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Abstract—This review aims to assist engineers in understanding and 
applying passive solutions for reducing industrial blower noise. This 
paper systematically reviews the extant literature on noise reduction 
of backward curved centrifugal blower with passive noise techniques, 
with a particular focus on Dissipative type of silencer for noise 
control. The review helps for the assessment of the current state of 
the art in industrial blower’s air flow and noise control. It gives a 
path for improvement in noise reduction with application of 
dissipative silencer in noise control technologies. Dissipative 
silencers employ a sound absorbing material to attenuate the sound 
waves. These types of silencers are commonly used in ducts to 
attenuate broadband noise emitting from an air moving device, such 
as a fan or blower. The ducts commonly have a rectangular cross 
section and use silencers made up of a number of parallel splitters or 
baffles. The features of this type of silencer are good high-frequency 
attenuation and minimal aerodynamic pressure loss. The purpose of 
this paper is to provide a vision for systematically reducing industrial 
fan noise emissions by implementing splitter silencer in rectangular 
duct.  
 
Keywords : Centrifugal blower, noise reduction, dissipative silencer, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A blower is rotary, bladed device maintaining the continuous 
flow of air. It has a rotating impeller with the forward, 
backward and radial curved blades. These blades exert force 
on the air, there by maintaining the flow and raising the 
pressure. Fans do not normally raise the absolute pressure 
more than 30% [1].Compressors and high pressure fans are 
called as blowers if they are used to take the atmospheric air 
and raise its pressure. Noise energy generated by the blower 
rotation is very much dependent on the diameter and the 
rotational speed of the blower, typically proportional to the 
fifth or sixth power of the linear velocity of the type of the 
blades [2]. The other parameters influencing the noise are 
construction characteristics, friction, and arrangement of flow 
paths. Generally a large diameter blower at low rotational 
speed produces comparatively low noise level. By reducing 
the diameter and increasing the rotational speed then the same 

volume flow rate can be achieved. Though in this case, the 
frequency and the noise level are higher, but still this higher 
frequency noise can be more effectively attenuated by lining 
the duct with sound absorbing materials like glass wool, rock 
wool, etc. and the sound power level of centrifugal blower can 
be find out by,  

L blower = K w + 10 log10 (V / V1) + 20 log10 (ΔP t / P1) + C  
Where;  
K w = Specific Sound Level of the Blower  
V = Fan Output (Flow Rate) (L / s),  
V1 = Correction Factor for the Flow Rate = 0.472 L/s  
ΔP t = Total blower Pressure (Pa),  
P1 = Pressure Correction Factor 
C = Correction factor for the deviation from the most efficient 
operation region. [3] 

 This noise generated by the source can be minimized or 
controlled by introducing the dissipative rectangular splitter 
type of silencer at the outlet or exhaust duct. The fundamental 
approach is the utilization of absorptive, parallel, or circular 
baffle-type silencer. This gives high frequency attenuation at 
vey minimum aerodynamic pressure losses. The dissipative 
silencers are the most widely used devices to attenuate the 
noise in ducts through which fluid flows and in which the 
broadband sound attenuation must be achieved. They are used 
in the intake and exhaust ducts of industrial equipments such 
as fans, blowers, ventilation and access openings of acoustical 
enclosures, etc. They have an allowed pressure drop that 
typically ranges 125 to 1500 Pa (0.5-6in. of water). These 
devices contain fibrous or porous materials and depend on 
absorptive dissipation of the acoustical energy. 

1.1. Difference between fans, blowers and compressors 

Fans, blowers and compressors are differing from each other 
by the method which is used to move the air and by the system 
pressure rise in them. American Society of Mechanical 
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1.3.1. Performance parameters of splitter silencer 

Performance of splitter silencer depends upon 

1. Length of baffles / splitters 
2. Thickness of baffles / splitters 
3. Spacing between them 
4. Thickness of absorbent materials. 
 

 

Fig. 3: Splitter Silencer [11] 

Where, B = Width of splitter 
W = Width of silencer 
C = Distance between two splitters 
H = Height of silencer 
L = Length of silencer 
 

In the estimation of performance of silencer, the term insertion 
loss has vital importance and which is estimated as the 
difference between the sound pressure level before and after of 
installation of silencer to the system. While the linear 
attenuation for splitter silencer can be find out with the 
relation, 

 
Attenuation = 12.6 × (P/S) × α1.4 [dB/ft] [11] 
Where, 
 P = Perimeter of duct (inside lining) [inches] 
 S = Cross-sectional area of duct inside lining [inches] 
 α = Absorption coefficient of lining material. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Years of research and investigation into noise attenuation in 
air-conditioning and ventilation systems have led to many 
methods and theories. There are three main groups of noise 
attenuation are passive type (bulk reacting), non-isotropic 
(locally reacting) i.e. liners, pod / splitter type absorbers and 
active attenuators. Acoust J., 1978, studied the Sources of 
broadband noise in FC (forward curved blades) centrifugal 
fans experimentally using a 0.28 m diameter fan. He found 
Strong tangential and axial gradients of mean velocity and 
static pressure in the housing. Very large variations in velocity 
and velocity fluctuations occurred across the blade passages. A 

miniature microphone mounted at various points on the blade 
surfaces showed a large increase in pressure. T.F.W. 
Embelton studied several centrifugal blowers with forward, 
backward and radial blades at various speeds, capacity and 
pressure. The attention was given for the noise reduction 
techniques that are applicable to any type of blowers and he 
found about 12 dB noise reduction [5]. A. Cummings lined 
opposite sides of the duct with sound absorbing materials. The 
purpose of the that paper was to study the effects of three 
dimensional propagation in rectangular ducts with bulk 
reacting liners incorporating perforated facing material, in the 
presence of uniform mean flow. He used glass wool and rock 
wool as bulk reacting lining material. He also discussed 
application of the model to splitter type silencers [6]. E. A. 
Leskov, G. L. Osipov and E. J. Yudin investigated acoustical 
effectiveness of different dissipative duct silencers packed 
with the lightweight porous materials. They measured the 
noise frequency of different central ventilation systems and 
they noticed that the dimensions and the costing of the 
silencers are mainly dependent on the efficiency at frequency 
range of 125 to 500 cps. The experimental set up consists of 
8×1×2 m claydite concrete air duct with volume 60 m3 they 
gave a sound field at silencer input, damper to reduce the 
reflection of sound waves from the duct and faces and 
carriages to display the microphone along the silencer axis. 
From the experimentation they found that, frequency 
attenuation characteristic in silencer depends to great extent on 
splitter thickness. When the spacing was considerably greater 
than half the wavelength, the attenuation was majorly 
dependent on absorption layer rather than splitter spacing. So 
the spacing between splitter is increased from 115 up to 
400mm. When the spacing was greater than wavelength, the 
attenuation rate per unit length was considerably good [7]. 

 

Fig. 4: The influence of splitter thickness on silencer attenuation: 
(1) b=100mm, a=115mm, ϕ=53%; (2) a=b=200mm, ϕ=50%; (3) 

a=b=400 mm, ϕ=50% (4) Required attenuation. [7] 

Ray Kirby, Ken Amott b, Paul T.Williams and Wenbo 
Duan, found that the acoustic performance of a splitter 
silencer changes under the influence of the convective effects 
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of a mean gas flow and so in their article a theoretical model is 
developed to include the effects of mean flow. The experiment 
and theory showed that when mean flow is in the direction of 
sound propagation at low frequencies insertion loss reduces, 
and at high frequencies the influence of mean flow is 
generally much smaller. While in the absence of mean flow 
the theoretical model is shown to be capable of capturing 
silencer performance over a wide frequency range and for an 
upper frequency limit of 8 kHz. They also noticed significant 
problems were encountered with the signal to noise ratio at 
higher mean flow velocities [8]. Ramani Ramakrishnan in 
his research divided into many small units by installing 
splitters in the duct. He calculated insertion loss for half unit, 
single unit and multi-unit splitter silencers. Multi-unit silencer 
performance is compared to that of a single unit within the full 
duct and he found that the predicted insertion loss is highest in 
the case of the single unit silencer. This is due to the tuning of 
the silencer for the particular combination of frequency, 
material type (density was approximately 22 kg/m3), unit size 
and open-area percentage [9]. Sabry Allam and Mats A bom, 
he used silencer in application to reduce noise of cooling fan 
inlet for large IC engine. He investigated potential of using 
splitters made up of micro perforated plates [10]. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Centrifugal fans are used in industries these equipments have 
great applicability in the product development as well as 
ambient comfort. Among the operational problems in these 
equipments, the noise frequently arises as principal causes. 
Fans that operate in the cooling systems involving industrial or 
vehicle heat exchangers and in building heating and 
ventilation applications are a source of noise pollution. So, 
dissipative silencers can be installed in ducts to suppress 
broadband noise from an air moving device, such as fans and 
blowers. The ducts commonly have a rectangular cross section 
and use silencers made up of a number of parallel splitters or 
baffles. This paper discusses the traditional way of noise 
control through the use of absorptive, parallel baffle type 
silencer, known as dissipative silencers and reviews study 
previously done on the implementation of splitter silencer. 
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